VIDIZMO enables NESIC to Stream and Manage
their Video Assets
NEC Networks & System Integration Corporation or NESIC is one of Japan’s leading IT
solutions providers and resellers. Their clients include enterprises, telecommunications
carriers, and central and local governments.
The corporation faced challenges to securely share and manage their increasing amounts
of corporate videos, including recorded Zoom meetings, training videos, marketing content
and other video assets. VIDIZMO enabled NESIC to leverage their video assets for a wide
variety of use cases, including training & on-boarding, external marketing and video content
management using an integrated and consolidated solution.
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NESIC consistently produced large amounts of videos
needed to be stored, managed and shared for various use
cases. These included recorded Zoom meetings that
needed to be kept private and secure for authorized
viewing only.

With VIDIZMO EntepriseTube’s scalable storage, NESIC no
longer had to worry about how to store their everincreasing video assets. The solution was deployed on
their Azure cloud with Japanese compliance offerings.

In addition to managing their recorded meetings, they
needed a solution for effectively streaming and employing
their videos for training and on-boarding their new and
existing employees.

The platform seamlessly integrated with Zoom to
automatically ingest their recorded video conference
meetings for streaming and managing as on-demand
videos. Configurable user groups and access control
allowed them to ensure only authorized people were able
to view a recorded meeting.

They also needed to externally stream marketing videos
for promoting their brand and products & solutions while
keeping their internal content private and only accessible
to the relevant authorized people without having to
leverage an entirely different platform for managing and
employing their internal and external-facing videos.

EnterpriseTube also allowed them to add quizzes in their
training videos for knowledge checks and handouts like
presentations to provide supplementary information for
their marketing videos.

The solution also needed to be deployable on the cloud
and compliant with Japanese data frameworks.

NESIC was able to create categories to easily arrange, find
and share relevant content for their different use cases.
And by employing different portals for their internal and
external audiences, they were able to entirely segregate
and restrict access to their internal content while sharing
marketing videos for their external viewers.

What Our Customer Says
“VIDIZMO has remarkable customer service and a customer-first business attitude! From integrations
to security, compliance and deployment requirements, VIDIZMO has stayed in contact and helped us
along the way”
Osamu Kikuchi, Planning and Business Development Manager NESIC.

Through user groups and role-based
access controls, NESIC was able to
ensure only relevant and authorized
employees were able to view a
recorded meeting.

Contact Us:

EntepriseTube’s scalable storage
and the ability to create categories
made it easy to store, organize, find
and share relevant content for
different use cases.

NESIC was able to add quizzes and
handouts to their videos for
conducting knowledge checks and
sharing provide supplementary
information with their videos.
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